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REMEMBER: Several responses might be acceptable - choose the best one
1. He finally ___________ ( = asked me to marry him) last week!
a) popped the question b) popped the cork c) popped in
2. It costs ___________ ( = a lot of money), but we can afford it.
a) a hill of cash b) a fortune c) a bank
3. These days, about 40% of marriages end ___________ divorce.
a) in b) at c) to
4. The groom ( = husband to be) is here, but the ___________ ( = wife to be)
hasn’t shown up yet!
a) bridesmaid b) gal c) bride
5. Which one is NOT a slang term for “getting married”?
a) to get hitched b) to tie the knot c) to get knocked out
6. So, when’s the __________? ( = this can be used for any important event)
a) important time b) big day c) nice day
7. I don’t know, I guess I’m having ___________. ( = doubts)
a) a second wind
b) second fiddle
c) second thoughts
8. To “___________” means to get married without telling anyone. In the United
States, many people go to do Las Vegas to do this.
a) quick fix b) elope c) elate
9. Make sure you send out all the wedding ___________ on time.
a) invitations b) initiations c) invocations
10. The wedding is at St. James’ Church, but the ___________ ( = party/celebration
after the wedding) will be at our house.
a) fest
b) festival
c) reception
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ANSWERS:
1) a 2) b 3) a

4) c

5) c

6) b

7) c

8) b

9) a

10) c

